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Input Section: (Waterproof Mini DIN input harness)

SPECIFICATIONS
MODEL NO.

MPS-AMP100X2

MPS-AMP60X4

POWER OUTPUT AT 4 Q

100Wx2

60Wx4

POWER OUTPUT AT 2 Q

150Wx2

90Wx4

300Wx1

180Wx2

WATERPROOF LEVEL

IPX66

IPX66

TOTAL HARMONIC DISTORTION

0.07%

0.07%

S/N RATIO REF 1W AT 4 Q

>90dB

>90dB

GAIN RANGE

0.2V-5.0V

0.2V-5.0V

CROSSOVER RANGE

40Hz-500Hz

40Hz-500Hz

FREQUENCY RANGE

20Hz-20KHz

20Hz-20KHz

INPUT/POWER

Unbalanced (RCA) 0.2-5V

POWER OUTPUT AT 4

Q

BRIDGED

DIMENSIONS
(Lx106.4x39.2MM)

201MM
7.92"

Unbalanced (RCA) 0.2-5V
191MM
7.52"

Because of the wide range of smartphones Bluetooth ® output configurations
our amps have an adjustable input sensitivity for gain. The gain is not a volume
or a power limiting control like a throttle, it makes the amp more sensitive to
input from the Bluetooth® controllers output. With the gain turned up the amp
will reach full output at a lower volume setting on the Bluetooth® controller. At
higher gain settings the amp also becomes more sensitive to noise from the
vehicles electrical system.
Try to run the gain at the lowest
setting possible for your system.
There is no correct gain setting
because speakers require different
power demands to reach the same
output the gains most often need
to be used to compensate for
these differences We recommend,
for our Bluetooth® controller to set
all the gains at 11 o'clock this way
your system will reach it max
audible output at around 75% up
on the volume knob. Using good
judgment and listening carefully
to each speaker is still the best way
to tune a system. Your goal is to
drive the system to full power
output, before the speakers start
clipping, at¾ volume output.

SENS (GAIN)

Waterproof Crossover Controls:
A crossover is a device that removes unwanted frequencies from the output of
the amplifier. For instance, a tweeter can easily be destroyed by bass notes if
they are not filtered out, likewise, a subwoofer will not sound natural if it is
playing midrange notes. A crossover removes these sounds from the speaker. As
you might guess, careful adjustment is needed to ensure that all the speakers
are playing the right sounds and that you are left with no holes or low spots in
the frequency response.
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